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Details of Visit:

Author: achoosyguy
Location 2: Bromley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 26 Sep 2012 14.30
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Swan Thai Massage
Phone: 07873670228
Phone: 07780522080

The Premises:

Flat on main road leading into Bromley South, near lights, discrete at the time I visited and would
feel safe there after dark. Flat was spotless, if a little small. Stairs from the front door led upstairs,
another small flight led to the attic room in which there was a professional massage table. Only
complaint was the skylight let in too much light, I'm more used to very low lighting or candles. I
mentioned this and both girls agreed, seems they'd only been there a short while and were still
making the place theirs. 

The Lady:

Two lovely slim Thai girls, both wearing figure hugging black 'work-out' type clothes, tight trousers
which I like. There's something about oriental girls which I find very attractive, these two didn't
disappoint. Candy answered the door, which was nice.

The Story:

Was led to the massage room, got the finances out the way and was asked to undress and the girls
would be back. I stripped down to my undies and lay on the table. The girls came in and asked
whether I wanted to keep them on, when I said 'I thought you could take them off' they giggled and
commented 'Oooh sexy man'.
The massage was good, starting as a synchronised massage on my legs, with a few strokes up my
legs to the top. After a few minutes they started massaging me independently, which I far prefer,
two hands on my legs, thighs, ass, the other two on my shoulders, back and down to my ass..... If
you've never had a Fourhand massage then get one, when it's done expert and sensual manner
there's nothing to beat it. You lose track of where the hands are, who's hand is who's and when a
hand runs deep down your ass crack it makes you shiver. A hand slips round and starts fondling
your cock, as it is taken away another slips between your ass cheeks over your balls and grabs it
again, while another hand is slowly tickling the perineum. All this and the oil makes it smoother and
more erotic. I've had a full sex life and no shortage of girlfriends, but I've found that a four hand
massage to be the most intense sexual experience I've ever had.
How I regret money spent on WG's who give a lacklustre rub on the back and call that a massage.
These girls were very chatty, friendly and sexy and both spoke good English, which is handy as I
don't speak Thai.
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I'll be back and I don't really want you to go see them, but they were such nice girls I felt I owed it to
try and help them when they're just starting out. Wonderful 
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